• Before you begin your exam, you will receive a white laminated notebook booklet and a fine point marker.
• Includes a cover page (that can’t be used for notes) followed by 9 total graph-lined pages for you to write on.
• The booklet is wet erase, so you won’t be able to erase your writing during the exam.
• Should you need additional space to write during your exam, raise your hand and the Test Administrator will exchange your notebook booklet with a clean one.

Important! Please read:
• Personal items are not allowed in the testing room.
• Eating, drinking, smoking, talking or disturbing other candidates is prohibited.
• Engaging in misconduct or other irregular activities may invalidate your score.
• Removing an erasable booklet from the testing area is an act of misconduct.
• Erasable booklet and other exam materials may not be used before the exam starts.
• You will be monitored at all times during your exam.
• Take your personal identification (ID) with you when you exit and return from breaks.
• If you receive an email inviting you to complete our survey, please tell us about your experience.

For breaks, hardware/software problems, illness, disturbance or any other assistance, please raise your hand and wait for the test administrator.